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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

TAMPA DIVISION

ISRAEL ALVARADO, ET AL, :
:

v. :    Case No. 8:22-cv-1149
:

LLOYD AUSTIN, ET AL :
:

DECLARATION OF ARTHUR A. SCHULCZ, SR.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1746 I, ARTHUR A. SCHULCZ, SR., declare as

follows:

1. My name Arthur A. Schulcz, Sr.  I live at 21043 Honeycreeper Pl.,

Leesburg, VA. I am older than 18 years and have personal knowledge of and

am competent to testify on the matters herein.

2. I write to specifically to address the (a) background and history of

Section 533 of the FY 2013 National Defense Authorization Act (“NDAA”) and

the origin and authenticity of two exhibits in the Plaintiffs’ Complaint,

documents submitted by the Associated Gospel Churches (“AGC”) for the

House Armed Service Committee’s Personnel Subcommittee’s September 19,

2014, Hearing on military chaplains’ religious liberty and (b) two exhibits

providing the House and the Senate Versions of their FY 2013 NDAAs. 

3. For the Complaint, these are specifically Exhibits 5, “The Associated

Gospel Churches’ Perspective on Religious Liberty, Including Military Prayer
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and Religious Speech Problems” and Exhibit 6, “The Associated Gospel

Churches’ Supplement to its Perspective on Religious Liberty, Including

Military Prayer and Religious Speech Problems.”

4. I have personal knowledge of both the exhibits and the events that they

describe. I was and still am AGC’s General Counsel. I was intimately involved

in providing counsel to the AGC and its chaplains involved in the incidents

described; I drafted both documents and the copies in the Complaint came

from my files.

5. At that time I was  also and still am the General Counsel for the

International Conference of Evangelical Chaplain Endorsers (“ICECE”),

which as its title states, is a conference of Evangelical chaplain endorsers.

ICECE had been working with members of Congress to address serious

challenges and threats to chaplains because of the theological conflict

between evangelicals and other chaplains and service personnel because of

the repeal of the military’s ban on homosexual activities.

6. AGC is a member of ICECE. Prior to the FY 2013 NDAAs, both had

been attempting to get Congress to address the long-standing conflicts over

what chaplains could clearly say and do. For example, in 2005, the Air Force

published a regulation forbidding sectarian prayers at “command” functions,

ceremonies or formations such as change of commands or award ceremonies.

In 2006, the Navy issued a similar regulation. ICECE worked with members
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of Congress to have the regulations withdrawn through the FY 2007 NDAA.

7. ICECE continued working with members of Congress trying to

eliminate the confusion in a chaplain’s dual role as a commissioned

denominational or faith group representative to the military and a

commissioned officer. Chaplains are not and cannot be a “government

religious official” as many military personnel and leaders saw them.

8. There were many disputes best described as theological issues,

conservative versus liberal, evangelical versus liturgical. These included:

A. An attempted censorship of a chaplain before a memorial service

and a dispute after the service.

B. Suppression of an Evangelical (Baptist) service in Iraq in 2007.

The root of this event began back when the unit returned from a rotation in

Iraq in 2006 with serious drug and morale problems. A new AGC chaplain

was assigned as the battalion chaplain. The unit was in the process of

discharging numerous drug addicted soldiers; one came and visited Chaplain

X. After discussing the issues with the chaplain, the soldier made a

commitment to Christ and left the office literally a new person. The next day

there was a long line of soldiers in front of the chaplain’s door. These were the

soldier’s drug addict friends who said, “I finally found somebody who could

tell me how to have peace with God.” Rather than rejoice that soldiers had

found a cure to their addiction and a way to improve their lives, the Brigade
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chaplain Y told chaplain X to send drug adicts to the mental health people. 

Chaplain Y became a consistent critic and opponent of Chaplain X. Chaplain

X started Baptist service in Iraq with more than 30 people on a regular basis. 

When chaplain X returned from his R&R, Brigade Chaplain Y suppressed the

service, i.e., he would not let it meet, which caused a significant unit problem.

AGC and I became involved in trying to resolve the problem complicated by

the distance and ongoing operations. Although AGC pointed out numerous

false statements and errors in the IG report, the DoD IG refused to correct

the record.

9. These are not the only reports of religious discrimination.

10. These types of disputes were greatly aggravated by Congress’ repeal of

the statutory ban on homosexual activity in the military. Although the

“official” position was that sexual orientation did not and should not affect the

services or be a disruption, the reality was far different. One could talk for

homosexuality, but not against it. For example, two airmen were discussing

the issue at a Post-Exchange restaurant at Andrews Air Force Base. When

one expressed his opinion about lifestyle issues, a bystander herded and filed

an EO complaint which started an investigation.

11.     A number of public disputes in 2011 and 2012 involved chaplains

accused of “offending” some other military personnel by what they said in

chapel services, activities or counseling addressing “sin” in regard to sexual
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conduct or activities.

12. I was involved in a meeting in the House of Representatives in 2011

was convened to address the issue of religious liberty and free speech and

how to resolve it protecting both liberty and faith in a constitutional neutral

manner.

13. Because I was involved in the 2006 resolution of the sectarian prayer

ban and in litigation against the Navy over religious prejudice I

recommended a statute be drafted that defined a chaplain as a faith group

representative who answered only to his endorser for the chaplains military

ministry, especially in a ministry situation, and recognize his allegiance to a

“higher authority. That would reinforce by making sure no negative actions

could be taken against him when he operated according to his conscience in a

manner consistent with his endorsing agency’s statement of beliefs and

traditions.

14. Title 10’s statutes addressing chaplains were scattered over the statues

that address the Army, Navy, and Air Force reflecting the service’s history

before DoD was created. I argued a statute would bring certainty, clarity and

unity because of the military’s traditional respect for law and civilian

authority.

15. I worked with other groups such as the Chaplains Alliance for Religious

Liberty in developing language and making sure respective House and Senate
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versions of the FY 2013 NDAA addressing chaplain definitions, duties, and

protections also addressed the issues concerning different views of sexual

practices designed to eliminate conflicts and misunderstandings. 

16. Reply Exhibit5 is the house version, House Report 4310, section 536,

pages 208-210; Reply Exhibit 6, is the Senate version, S. 3526 of the 112th

Congress, 2nd Session. Attached hereto as exhibit a is a letter I wrote

supporting the original House and Senate language to emphasize the point

the issues the legislation sought to address was not limited to sexual.

orientation.

17. Although both the House and the Senate appeared to agree, Senators

Cruz and Lee offered an amendment that became § 533. They removed the

sexual orientation language making sure the issues addressed were broader

in scope and focused on conscience protection, officially establishing and

protecting the right of chaplains to make decisions on the basis of their faith

and conscience. I remember meeting with Senators Cruz and Lee with other

ICECE members on this issue but was not aware of their amendment until

after it became law.

18. Despite the (a) language protecting religious liberty and freedom of

conscience for chaplains and military personnel in § 533 of the 2013 NDAA,

and instructions in 533 ¶ c to publish regulations implementing 533's

protections and provisions, issues continued to arise, some of which made
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national news. This led to above cited hearings in 2014 on the issue of

chaplains’ religious liberty.

19. AGC’s Perspectives was submitted to the House Armed Services

Committee through Congressman Walter Jones from North Carolina with

whom AGC and ICECE had been working to defend religious liberty. I was

assured by his office AGC’s perspectives were submitted to the subcommittee.

20. As AGC’s Supplement states, immediately after AGC’s perspectives was

submitted, there were several incidents involving AGC’s chaplains which

highlighted the difference between those with conservative theologies versus

those with liberal ones, e.g. censorship by senior chaplain. The Supplement

was to call attention to the continuing conflict where evangelical chaplains

were being attacked for speaking what their faith and conscience required as

denominational representatives and to refute the position by the Chiefs of

Chaplains at the hearing that there were no issues.

21. While many chaplain “speech” disputes were resolved at local levels, it

was hard to believe the Chiefs were not aware of the issues that were arising

on a regular basis.

22. Congress made its view of the importance of chaplains known in the

2016 NDAA.

23. From ICECE’s perspective, one source of the continuing problems was

that Section 533 was not publicized and there was no instruction on its
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provisions by the people to whom it applied most, chaplains, JAGs, and

commanders. The FY 2018 NDAA had specific language directing the DoD

and its Armed Services “to develop and implement” teaching on religious

liberty including the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and section 533.

Congress included this language to remind the DOD, its Armed Services and

military personnel of the importance of chaplains and that the military

needed to provide training and teaching, rather than its official indifference

to the issue except when incidents occurred.

24. It was and still is ICECE’s opinion based on the above and other

experiences that the hostility of some senior, critical DoD bureaucrats and

indifference on the part of the Armed Services’ leadership is the source for the

continued failure of DoD and its components to obey the will of Congress.

I make this declaration under penalty of perjury, it is true and accurate

to the best of my ability, and it represents the testimony I would give if called

upon to testify in a court of law.

Respectfully submitted,

July 18, 2022 /S/ Arthur A. Schulcz, Sr.

ARTHUR A. SCHULCZ, SR. 

Chaplains Counsel, PLLC

21043 Honeycreeper Place

Leesburg, VA 20175

DC Bar No. 453402

703-645-4010

art@chaplainscounsel.com
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